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Presentation Notes
I thank you all for attending Part 2 of my overview on Virginia Beach City Public Schools’ Compass to 2015 Strategic Plan. This part of the session could just as easily have been called: “Where the Rubber Meets the Road” or if I had to stay with a nautical theme – “Setting Sail Toward the Future.”In shaping a presentation I always ask myself: What’s my purpose here?  My functional goal in this session is to share highlights of the Virginia Beach journey toward implementation of our strategic plan in hopes that you can borrow or adapt some of our navigational tools for your own efforts.  But I would love to think that there is a larger purpose at work too -- that I am doing my own small part to facilitate a much-needed conversation about reinventing American public education. There is a collective uneasiness, even a sense of crisis, about the testing mentality of “score high or die” in our profession.  (click)
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We know intuitively that we must move beyond this approach as our measure of quality if we are going to improve children’s chances for success in the 21st century. My presentation today is the story of one school district’s multi-faceted attempts to get beyond mere test scores and facilitate higher order teaching and learning. It is in no way prescriptive. There will be no silver bullets provided. After hearing this, you may even think we’re over-ambitious and unrealistic. However, I’m confident that most of you will feel that we are doing the right thing for kids. I do look forward to getting your feedback following this presentation, when we move into the conversation part of our program later in the day. (click)
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But to get back to the presentation, please know I really want it to be valuable for you, if at all possible. Consequently, I thought about how to divide this implementation overview into bite-size chunks so it would be easily digestible. At first I figured I would accomplish this by walking through the plan’s five objectives, but when I began to do that it, seemed to reduce the presentation to a laundry list of what we have done to date. So instead I decided to address this more holistically –by dividing it into categories of advice. In other words, what big ideas can I offer you that are universal in nature?  For lack of a better phrase, I am calling that advice Merrill’s Message Points here. They are:  Point 1. Build accountability into your plan. While it is important to involve many stakeholders in the execution of the plan, there must be champions for major objectives. Without champions, important work will be reduced to good ideas, when what you really need is action.Point 2.  If you want your plan to become real to stakeholders, communicate often and well. Point 3. A good plan is all about giving kids what they need – in our case, 21st century skills.  In Virginia Beach, we have purposed to fine tune our curriculum, professional development and resources around the goal of fostering these skills among our students.Point 4.  Move your sights away from good performance on state assessments and instead build a system that encourages higher order thinking and achievement. If you do that, success on the state standards will follow.  You need to define and report on measures that truly matter. Don’t just use the standard measures that are readily available.Point 5. Give your community many opportunities to work with you. As you know, we can’t do this alone. Education is always better when the community is meaningfully involved. (Click)
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Accountability: Putting the Infrastructure in PlaceAs you can imagine, crafting a strategic plan that has consensus is not without its challenges, but it is implementation that can be really tough, especially when you consider the size of our school district. Virginia Beach City Public Schools has about 69,000 students, (click) more than 15,320 full-time, part-time and substitute employees and 86 schools.  In Part One of my presentation, I noted that executing change in a large organization was like turning that proverbial battleship around. (click)
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The metaphor is pretty appropriate because our region of Virginia –Hampton Roads—is the home to the country’s largest naval installation. Virginia Beach in particular houses the Oceana Naval Air Station and the Little Creek Joint Expeditionary Base, which is home to an elite command of Navy Seals. As you know Navy Seals are renowned for doing what others might deem as impossible. They are the sailors who make game changing efforts in scenarios of overwhelming odds. (click)
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Taking a lesson from my Navy neighbors, I put together an implementation team that publically we call the Strategic Planning Implementation Steering Committee. Privately I call it Seal Team 6. These are the folks that oversee the five strategic objectives of Compass to 2015. Our success is riding on the effective implementation of all five of our objectives, which I cited in my earlier presentation – engaging every student; balanced assessment; improved achievement; creating opportunities for community involvement; and capacity building. Essentially, the unwritten 6th objective is to make sure all five objectives make progress.  These are the folks that I can look in the eye and say no matter the obstacles, get it done.  Hence, the informal name Seal Team 6. (click)
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The Strategic Planning Implementation Steering Committee (Seal Team 6) was thoughtfully put together with an eye toward accountability.  Its members are the cabinet champions of the five strategic objectives. Each has a co-chair, typically school principals. I lead the group and my executive assistant is staff to it.  We are the core “compass keepers” – strategizing implementation plans. We formally report to the School Board on strategic plan progress twice a year. However, we also give the Board regular updates on high-profile strategies along the way via workshops, presentations, and memorandums. This arrangement creates a built-in accountability to the process. Because cabinet members report to me there is always someone I can reach out and touch quickly if need be. Having a principal also gives my Seal Team much-needed credibility in the schools. Our Seal Team meets about once a month to ensure a coordinated approach among the SO co-chairs. (click)
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The next tier is formed by the SO action teams which have their own meeting infrastructures. These action teams generally include teachers, guidance counselors, principals, assistant principals, curriculum staff and sometimes parents and members of the community. All their work eventually comes back up to the steering committee as an “fyi” or for approval, when needed. In some cases, the action teams have tapped multiple subcommittees. (click)
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For example, SO 3’s objective is: Each school will improve achievement for all students while closing the achievement gap for identified student groups, with particular focus on African American males. This is a BIG objective. One action team couldn’t possibly handle it all. So SO 3 has multiple subcommittees that report back to the action team. (click)
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These subcommittees include: the Plan for Continuous Improvement Subcommittee, which realigned the annual school improvement planning process to support Compass to 2015; the Response to Student Needs subcommittee, which is developing a Virginia Beach model of that well-known Response to Intervention model; and the Literacy Plan Subcommittee, responsible for shaping a system-wide literacy plan. Having so many stakeholders involved in this plan is making it come alive in our organization. Which leads me to that second important point – the need for good communication. (click)
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Communication: Making Your Strategic Plan Real As I noted in my earlier presentation, the School Board first adopted Compass to 2015 in October 2008.  That we immediately gave our strategic plan a name -- and thus an identity -- has been crucial to whatever success we have enjoyed so far. Compass to 2015 implies that the document is intended to be a guiding force, one intended to take the organization in a specific direction. Our true north in this case is this:   By 2015, 95 percent or more of VBCPS students will graduate having mastered the skills that they need to succeed as 21st century learners, workers and citizens. To stay on “point” with this message there must be someone in a district who is charged with developing a communications strategy for a strategic plan. The superintendent and School Board are important players on that front because of their influence, but they’re too busy running the school district and setting policy to get into the mechanics of communication.  In our case, our media and communications staff was charged with that important responsibility. They came up with the name and logo for the plan. (click)
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They communicate its tenets and progress regularly in parent and staff newsletters.   Here are some samples from our employee newsletter – Kaleidoscope. (click three times for articles) (Click to again to advance slide)
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And our parent news letter – Apple a day. (Click twice for articles/ then once to advance to next slide)
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They developed a strategic plan page on our website to ensure transparency in our community.  Let’s take a look at it here (click on photo to launch live Web page.)Here are our identified 21st century skills (point to item on left navigation bar)You can print off a copy of our strategic plan here (point to item on left navigation bar)Here’s a copy of our progress report to the School Board (point to item on left navigation bar)(Scroll down to bottom of left nav bar) And each SO has a short video.  Since I referenced SO 3 earlier, let’s watch a few minutes of this one. (Click off when you’re ready)(Click on PowerPoint icon on the computer task bar to return to leave Web and return to presentation.)

http://www.vbschools.com/compass/index.asp�
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Since one of the SO 2 subcommittees is working with schools to advance digital portfolios as a product of 21st skills, I am modeling that strategy with my own digital portfolio.  Here you will find some of the major presentations I have made to the community –  (click) like the state of the schools presentation I made to the Chamber of Commerce last month. Obviously, Compass was highlighted extensively.   In fact, just about every presentation I give includes Compass to 2015. (click)

http://www.vbschools.com/administration/DigitalPortfolio.asp�
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 Our Board meetings are aired live on our municipal cable channel and rebroadcast as well. I begin the last Board meeting of each month with a superintendent’s report. That report always includes a Compass to 2015 moment – often an example of what a school or department is doing in terms of executing the plan. For example, in my last report I highlighted a Green Student Film Festival that the division is sponsoring because sustainability is one of our identified 21st century skills. (click)
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21st Century Skills: Identifying the Skills and Organizing for Their DeploymentSpeaking of 21st century skills, I would like to move into our work on that front, led largely by the SO 1 action team. As a reminder, that objective is: All teachers will engage every student in meaningful, authentic and rigorous work through the use of innovative instructional practices and supportive technologies that will motivate students to be self-directed and inquisitive learners. (click)
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The co-chairmanship of SO 1 resides with our assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction and the principal of Salem High School.  To their credit, they realized early on that identification of the Virginia Beach version of 21st skills was paramount if our work was to have significance.  They researched 21st century skills on the national level by talking extensively to organizations such as the Partnership for 21st Skills and school districts that had gone down that road before us – like the Catalina Foothills School District in Tucson, Arizona. (click) They also convened focus groups of stakeholders – teachers, administrators and business and community members for the discussion. (click)
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The end result is they identified 11 21st century skills that we want to foster in Virginia Beach students:  Critical thinking, creative/innovative thinking, problem solving, (click) information literacy, listening, collaboration, communication, (click) social responsibility, sustainability, interdependence and health literacy. From that point on, SO 1 – specifically staff from the Department of Curriculum and Instruction – began the arduous task of reviewing all VBCPS curricula, re-writing where necessary to ensure 21st century skills were embedded into it and that alignment with the strategic plan was validated. With the dozens of programs and hundreds of courses in the K-12 curricula this was no small task. This purposeful review began at an opportune time because we were moving our curricula from ponderous documents into a more fluid automated format via SchoolNet – an online system for curriculum resources and assessment. (click)
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Once the 21st century skills were identified and agreed upon the Strategic Objective 2 action team, led by our assistant superintendent for research evaluation and assessment and another high school principal -- took on what they regarded as an important task, the development of a tool to help evaluate student progress in each of the identified 21st century skills. (click) They came up with a continuum that identified levels of attainment of these skills – so teachers could identify what critical thinking looks like as a student progresses from a basic skills level to advanced. (click) However, as that group proceeded with its work, it made a right turn, and what began as an assessment tool became an instructional planning tool. You see, the big “AHA” in all this came when the group “test drove” the document with about 40 teachers. The overwhelming commentary was that this document should be used as a front-end strategy for planning instruction. And that is what it has become. (click)
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In fact, it became the crux of mandatory training for teachers that took place this summer. Now, let me take a pause for the cause here. Implementing a strategic plan is going to mean some inconvenience to your staff. You are going to hear some moaning and complaining because in their view, it will be extra work loaded on top of already busy schedules. As you can imagine, when you say “mandatory training” to teachers who haven’t had a raise in two years you could very well cause an uproar. How we were able to do this without that uproar could be the basis of a presentation itself. But in short, I would say our success in this area was the result of relentless communication; of stopping along the way and thanking members of the organization individually and collectively for their support; and making operational adjustments to make their lives better – like purchasing whiteboards for all elementary teachers, and including some more early release days in their calendar so they could accomplish collaborative planning, for example. (click)
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Back to the mandatory training, the purpose was to provide a common understanding of what the 21st century skills are and how they as teachers could incorporate them into their instructional programs. Teachers were introduced to the continuum and the instructors modeled its appropriate use as an instructional planning tool. The teachers also examined SchoolNet as a technology tool that supports the inclusion of 21st century skills into the curriculum. Finally, the mandatory training looked at the development of exemplary learning plans and performance tasks that emphasize these skills.  So the teachers worked on something –collaboratively—that they could actually use.Obviously, mandatory training for teachers is an effective way to ensure deployment in the schools, but we have gone way beyond that single strategy.  Have you ever seen a great school that didn’t have great leadership? Of course, that’s a rhetorical question. But since I am here ostensibly to give you advice, I am going to enjoy a Joan Rivers “can we talk” moment here. You aren’t going to be successful, if your principals aren’t behind you.  They can pave the way for a strategic plan’s success or they can kill it. Consequently, we spent a lot of blood, sweat and tears bringing our principals and assistant principals on board. (click)
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In Virginia Beach, we have an annual administrators’ conference in August, generally to prepare for the coming year.  In August 2009, the conference was built solely around Compass to 2015 and the school leader’s role in its deployment. Each of the SO co-chairs walked administrators through the tenets of their respective action plans and outlined the expected roles of school administrations. Keep in mind much of this plan was “out there” anyway because many sitting in the audience had served on SO subcommittees. The conference served several purposes: to inspire renewed commitment; to answer questions and resolve gray areas; and to build an understanding of the systemic approach to Compass deployment.  By the way, the principals came to this conference with their leadership teams that included teacher leaders. (click)
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At this particular conference, we also rolled out the expectation that principals would ensure the development of professional learning communities or PLCs in their buildings.  I want to be very candid with you. (click) Not everything about Compass to 2015 has been a success, but we have learned from our mistakes. Rolling out PLCs in that fashion and expecting principals to run with it was a misstep on our part. To be candid, we made an assumption that all of our principals understood the concept of PLCs. Well, they didn’t and confusion resulted.  The long and short of it is that we had to backtrack and remediate.  The leadership of Strategic Objective 5 has taken charge of that all-important need.  During this year our focus has shifted from a stance of “thou shall have PLCs” to one that gives schools the resources to systematically set about developing a collaborative learning culture in their buildings. (click)
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To accomplish this, the SO 5 action team led training at the 2010 summer Administrators’ Conference. The team ensured that all schools were supplied the book Learning by Doing by Richard and Rebecca DuFour and company. (click) They tasked our media and communication staff with interviewing the DuFours on camera and making that video, along with an online news article on PLCs and the collaborative learning culture, available to all employees. (click) The leadership of SO 5 also began the arduous task of building a video library of best teaching practices and they worked to ensure that elements of a collaborative learning culture were addressed through our monthly principal collaborative meetings. (click)
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That strategy –establishing a monthly principals’ collaborative—has been absolutely essential to linking central administration and the schools to the development and implementation of Compass to 2015. Principals meet monthly by school level with the central administration staff setting the agenda for the Compass issue du jour. Meetings are generally facilitated by staff from Curriculum and Instruction, Research, Evaluation and Assessment and Technology.  As the name indicates, these meetings are collaborative in nature. For example, the principals’ collabs (as we call them) developed our system-wide approach to learning walks and they identified the “look fors” for that first, all-important 21st century skill – critical thinking. (click)
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((SHOW VIDEO CLIP))(click)

http://www.vbschools.com/compass/videos/iowa/VBCPSMissionStatement.wmv
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Learning walks work for us because we as a team know what we are looking for and the organization itself knows what we are looking for.  Through our principals’ collab meetings we also encourage principals to cross-pollinate and do learning walks at each other’s schools. The end result of these school-to-school initiatives has been powerful. One high school principal said she was astounded at the critical thinking that was taking place in elementary classrooms. She said there was more critical thinking at the elementary level because high school teachers were too fixated on content delivery.  We need those game-changing realizations to take place. (click)
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Before I move on to my next “message point”, I need to say a word here about our implementation plan and its wholesale deployment because I sense that is on your minds. Surely one of your questions must be: When you have so many schools can you really make them move ahead in lockstep to implement your plan?  It took awhile but I finally came to an important conclusion: (click) All schools are not at the same comfort level with the five strategic objectives of Compass to 2015. Recognizing this I made a paradigm shift. It became important for us to identify schools that have rated themselves as “ready” to implement certain components of the strategic plan.  Essentially, we needed a limited number of schools to field test key initiatives and eventually serve as coaches or mentors for other schools as the division as a whole, makes progress toward implementing the strategic plan. (click)
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This led to the concept of “Vanguard” schools, which essentially are “early adopters” for key initiatives related to Compass to 2015. We identified three areas that are immediately crucial to the success of our plan: integration of instructional technology, balanced assessment, and responsiveness to student need. Eight Vanguard schools per category were selected based on their self-assessment as being ready to implement the initiative.  That self-assessment included eight categories – school culture of continuous improvement, responsiveness to student needs, alignment to Compass to 2015, implementation of a collaborative learning community (PLC), instructional leadership, parent and community connections, integration of instructional technology, and utilization of resources (human, fiscal, and material) to support Compass to 2015.As a part of the implementation, these schools will work with key departments to provide professional development that is innovative, job-embedded, and research-based to their teachers. For the 2011-2012 school year, the initial Vanguard schools will either continue with the same focus area or move into another area based on readiness.  Additionally, the schools in the initial Vanguard group will be partnered with remaining schools that are scheduled to implement the specific focus area during the 2011-2012 school year.  The Vanguard Schools will mentor and coach their partnered schools. (click)
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I’d now like to move to what we’re doing in the area of balanced assessment. We’ve all heard the saying, “what gets tested gets taught.” There’s a lot of truth in that. Last school year members of the SO2 action team reviewed results of the local assessment program evaluation and developed a proposal for changes to take place this school year. (click)
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 VBCPS selected the College and Work Readiness Assessment (CWRA) to be administered to high school seniors. Last February approximately 30 percent of our high school seniors were randomly selected from each high school to participate in the CWRA. In addition, five high schools volunteered to have a small group of juniors participate in the diagnostic version of the CWRA.  The CWRA helps educators assess how well students are learning how to think critically, reason analytically, solve problems and write. What did we learn from this assessment? We learned that we have a lot of work to do.  Although our students performed well over all in the area of written communication, we certainly need to work on developing student skills in the areas of critical thinking and problem solving. In addition, many students commented that they have never been assessed this way. I think our high school students’ performance underscores how much work we also have to do ahead of us. This coming school year we plan to test all high school seniors.Just as importantly, we are looking at the importance of performance assessments in the lower grades as well. Teams of teachers have worked with staff from the departments of Research, Evaluation and Assessment and Curriculum and Instruction to design and administer CWRA-type assessments at the 4th and 7th grades. These assessments were administered at four elementary schools and three middle schools last year. This year, all grade four and seven students are participating in these assessments. (click)
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This is a newspaper story on our effort. Let me read a little from it. “Virginia’s fourth-grade reading test asks students to pick the meaning of the word “enjoy.” (click) A test Virginia Beach schools developed for their fourth-graders asks them to explain in writing how either a salad bar or a fitness course would improve student health at their school. The first test, which is multiple choice, is given to fourth-graders statewide every spring. The results help determine whether schools are labeled as passing or failing by the state and federal governments. The Beach School Board would like the state to allow it to use “performance-based tests, like the salad bar problem, instead of the Standards of Learning tests in three grades. In July, the board included that request in its list of legislative priorities for 2011.” (click)Okay. Now here’s another example of where the going gets tough. Not everything with Compass to 2015 is a slam dunk. Far from it.  Again, reading from the story:  “Shelley Loving-Ryder, Virginia’s assistant superintendent for student assessment and school improvement said adding the long form tasks to tests is “not where we’re going.” The state instead is working on online click and drag math problems and short-answer questions that could be graded by computer.”In my worst moments, I ask myself, “Are we swimming upstream on this?”, because obviously in our state Standards of Learning test rule. I comfort myself by remembering that meaningful change usually starts because someone somewhere was willing to buck the system. (click)In many respects Compass to 2015 is about building a plan to buck the system. And it’s about bringing other believers into the fold as well.  When we developed the strategic plan, we did it on the basis of what our community held important.  Not one person of the many who gave us input said SOL success should be our major goal. Instead, they told us they wanted all children to engage in higher learning.
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And that leads me into my final chapter here – community engagement. Strategic Objective 4 notes that: VBCPS will create opportunities for parents, community and business leaders to fulfill their essential roles as actively engaged partners in supporting student achievement and outcomes for student success.I talked earlier in my presentation about the importance of effective communication and transparency.  Those commitments are important because that’s where community engagement begins with awareness.  The action team of SO 4 understands the importance of awareness, but they are quick to maintain that awareness is a stepping stone to the real goal – action. The SO 4 team has built a plan that provides resources to parents and the community with the goal of positioning them to better support children. (click)
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The team is chaired by our assistant superintendent of media and communications and a former principal of a Title I school.  We all know the research – that children’s success in school is directly tied to their parent’s involvement in their education. That team has launched a highly successful Parent Connection program that has offered a series of seminars for parents. In fact, they have held 11 sessions that have attracted approximately 1538 people. Their offerings have been on such topics as the elementary to middle school transition; positive discipline; dealing with family stress; autism; navigating the special education process; and college planning to name a few. Single topic sessions are generally held monthly and a half-day Saturday seminar kicks off the second semester in January. (click)SO 4 has established a special Parent Connection web page. This page features a monthly guest columnist who dispenses advice on a topic of interest to employees; a calendar of events of interest to families across the city (organizations can submit calendar items directly for consideration); and an opportunity to sign up for email communications. For example, at the beginning of the school year Parent Connection emailed out links to back to school video tips. Let me share one that features our Teacher of the Year, a kindergarten teacher. (click)
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((Pause for Karen Drosinos video.))(click)

http://www.vbschools.com/compass/videos/iowa/CountdownKindergarten.wmv
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In other actions, SO 4 helped lead the launch of the Parent Portal, an online resource that allows parents access to their children’s records, so they can track their grades, performance on standardized tests and attendance records (click)The team worked with the local Foodbank to launch a Beach Bags program. This program provides food items to children in need over the weekends when they don’t have access to free and reduced meals at school. Since its inception, other partners besides the Foodbank have signed on. More than 4,000 bags have been distributed since its inception in School Year 2008-09. (click)SO 4 used stimulus funds to provide stipends for mentorship coordinators in schools that needed that extra help to get their mentorship programs off the ground and in action. (click)The team also worked at the state level to launch giveaways of free computers to qualifying families. The VASTAR program is a small beginning --about 70 computers have been given away so far. The bureaucracy involved in initiating a large-scale computer giveaway program has proved problematic. But the point is we’re trying hard to level the playing field for children whenever and wherever we can. (click)And the Virginia Beach Education Foundation has worked hand in glove with the SO 4 action team. The Foundation gives mini-grants (up to $1,000) to teachers for innovative classroom projects that aren’t included in the normal operating budget as well as larger (up to $5,000) school-wide grants. The Foundation has aligned its grants criteria to align with Compass to 2015. Last week the Foundation awarded $100,000 in grants to our teachers and schools. (click)In my career, I have never had a community that is so flexible and adaptable to change. These strategies work because of that fact. (click)
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In ClosingAmerican anthropologist Margaret Mead had it right when she said, “Never underestimate the power of a small group of committed people to change the world. In fact, it is the only thing that ever has.”There is no other institution on earth that is by nature as life-altering as is public education. That means we, as the caretakers of this noble progress, have an obligation to foster excellence in its ranks because children’s lives literally depend upon it. (click)
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Compass to 2015: A Strategic Plan for Student Success is one school division’s attempt to make life better for its city’s public school children. It is not and never will be a perfect antidote to all the ills that critics and pundits regularly catalogue in our schools. We’ll undoubtedly make mistakes on our journey. We’ll tick off our work force and our parents with new initiatives.  And yes, we’ll probably make kids mad here and there, too. But it is a crime against children, pure and simple, to deliver education services that they will best remember as an endless stream of multiple choice tests, classroom lectures and rigid rules.  As employers we want critical thinkers and problem-solvers on our payroll; the kind of people who when they encounter a closed door seek to find a window to climb out of or even better create a new exit. If we want that for ourselves, we must want it for the children who will inherit our world of work. (click)
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I hope there has been a “nugget” or two of value for you in this presentation.  I would consider it the highest compliment if I knew I had given you something you could take home and adapt for your own uses. If that proves the case, shoot me an email or give me a call. Likewise, if you want to share some of your successes with me, I am all ears. We are fellow travelers on this journey, so sharing our road maps can only benefit us both. Thank you and God bless.



Virginia Beach City Public Schools (VBCPS)
www.vbschools.com

Compass to 2015
http://www.vbschools.com/compass/index.asp

Available Documents: 
Compass to 2015: A Strategic Plan for Student Success (.pdf)
Continuum of Key Skills and FAQ (.pdf)
List of 21st Century Skills
Year End Progress Report to School Board

Contact: Jim Merrill, Superintendent
James.merrill@vbschools.com
Phone: (757) 263.1000
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